Data-Driven Organizations Grow Faster

Understand your organizations’ funding horizon

Translate big data into concrete information that can drive your organizations’ growth.

Provide an overview of key institutional funding volumes (bilateral, multilateral and foundations) and donor prioritization by funding channel, sector and geographical focus.

Outlook of trends affecting aid flows (trends in funding mechanisms, localization, new mechanisms on the horizon)

When you identify accurate trends from data or predict how donor priorities change, you have incredible power at your fingertips. DevelopmentAid can help you connect the dots between donors, partners and aid recipients, assess the market and competitors, and uncover useful insights that can benefit your organisation.

Let’s schedule a discovery call to see how our research team can assist you to make better, data-driven decisions!

We always try to answer within 4 working hours.

Additional information or request a customized research at research@developmentaid.org